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The frequency code (Ohala, 1994) posits that hearers associate higher frequencies of F0 
and F2 with small size and lower frequencies with large size. There is some evidence that sound 
symbolism is at work in variation; Eckert (2010), e.g., found that high F2 is linked with positive 
affect and low F2 with negative affect in preadolescent girls’ speech. This paper compares two 
kinds of Baby Talk in order to probe the robust potential for phonetic symbolism in adult 
speech.  

Twelve 20-30 year olds talked to a baby pig plush toy in American English for two 
tasks. In Task 1 (Cute Baby Task), they were instructed to tell the pig how cuddly and 
wonderful she is. In Task 2 (Poor Baby Task), they were instructed to comfort the pig because 
she got a boo-boo. Participants were then interviewed to assess their baseline F0s and vowel 
spaces. In total, 360 minutes of speech were analyzed.  

Cute Baby Talk and Poor Baby Talk differ significantly (from each other) in vowel 
placement, mean F0, and Intonational Phrase (IP) contours. The Baby Talk samples also 
diverge significantly from the interview speech.  

Cute Baby Talk realizes high frequencies of F0 and F2 while Poor Baby Talk realizes 
low frequencies of F0 and F2. Poor Baby Talk also realizes significant IP-initial and IP-final 
lengthening. This empathetic lengthening mirrors the hearer’s imagined pain; the participants’ 
long, backed /o/s, /a/s, and /u/s create a full, wailing sound.  

These findings show how the frequency code operates in Baby Talk, introduce a new 
social meaning of IP-initial and -final lengthening, and hint at how child-directed and childlike 
speech features may be used in adult-adult conversation. Inter-adult uses of Baby Talk 
features—e.g., in dialogue between intimates—are likely to carry some of the meanings 
uncovered here.  
  


